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Abstract

Characterization of the gas composition inside NiMH
batteries during charge using GC-MS

Lovisa Niklasson

The aim of the project was to develop a method to measure and study 
the degree of activation of the negative electrode (MH) in a NiMH-
battery. This was done by characterization of the gases produced 
during charge of a battery – O2 and H2 – using a Gas Chromatograph. 
The current applied in the very first charge of the battery was 
varied in order to examine how this affects the gas evolution. In the 
developed method, batteries were charged to 8Ah with 9A, after which 
a gas sample was taken and analyzed with Gas Chromatography. An 
additional goal was to use the method to examine the difference in 
activation between virgin and recycled negative electrode material.

A module charged stepwise with 0.07C followed by 0.2C had the lowest 
share of H2 after two cycles, indicated best activation. However, a 
higher amount of H2 in the beginning of the activation process could 
possibly enhance the degree of activation during the following 
cycles. The method indicated that the module with recycled MH was 
better activated than the virgin MH. To improve the technique, 
repeated measurements to get better statistics should be done. Gas 
samples should be taken at dV/dt=0 in order to take samples at same 
SoC. The charge current should be adjusted so that the same C rate is 
always used. This would make the results easier to interpret. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

I takt med att världens energibehov ökar och intresset för förnyelsebar energi växer, ökar 

behovet av ny teknologi för energilagring, exempelvis batterier. Ett problem med en del av de 

förnyelsebara energislagen (t.ex. vind- och solenergi) är att elen inte alltid produceras då vi 

behöver den. Solen lyser till exempel inte på natten då vi vill tända våra lampor och vi 

behöver därför utveckla lösningar för att kunna lagra energi från den tidpunkt den produceras 

till dess att vi vill använda den. Den här rapporten tar upp Nickel-Metalhydridbatterier 

(NiMH-batterier). NiMH-batterier har elektroder (de aktiva materialen i batteriet som ger det 

dess specifika egenskaper) av Nickel (den positiva sidan) samt en metallhydrid (MH), en 

kemisk förening bestående av någon typ av metall samt väte, (den negativa sidan). Typiska 

användningsområden för dessa batterier är energibackup, elhybridbilar och mobil elektrisk 

utrustning.  För att få förnyelsebar energi, tillsammans med batterier, att bli ett mer lockande 

alternativ till energi än de fossila bränslena, måste kostnaderna reduceras. För batterier är 

tillverknings- och materialkostnad två viktiga faktorer för att minimera priset. Även graden av 

återvinning av batterier behöver öka för att de ska bli en mer miljövänlig applikation. 

Detta projekt har utförts hos Nilar AB i Gävle, Sverige, som tillverkar och säljer NiMH-

batterier främst för energilagringssystem. Som en sista del i tillverkningsprocessen genomgår 

batterierna en aktiveringsprocess som består av ett antal i- och urladdningar av batteriet. Detta 

görs för att ”få igång” batteriet innan det kan användas av en kund. Att batteriet får en hög 

grad av aktivering är viktig för att maximera batteriets livslängd och prestation. För att 

minimera kostnaderna samt miljöpåverkan är det av stort intresse att göra denna process så 

tidseffektiv som möjligt, dvs. öka hastigheten på i- och urladdningar alternativt minska 

antalet. Detta kan göras genom att öka storleken på den elektriska ström som används vid i- 

och urladdningarna. Målet med projektet var att utveckla en metod för att kunna mäta graden 

av aktivering hos den negativa elektroden i Nilars NiMH-batterier. Syftet var att kunna 

använda tekniken för att jämföra graden av aktivering hos batterier som har blivit olika 

behandlade, till exempel laddade med olika strömmar, laddade olika länge eller innehållande 

olika typer av material.  

Graden av aktivering hos den negativa elektroden studerades genom analys av de gaser som 

utvecklas inne i batteriet vid laddning med en gaskromatograf. Under olika steg vid i- och 

urladdning av batteriet bildas, och återbildas, framför allt syrgas och vätgas. Genom att mäta 

de relativa mängderna av de två gaserna kan slutsatser om vilka reaktioner som sker vid 

elektroderna inne i batteriet dras. Innan batteriet är ordentligt aktiverat är utvecklingen av 

vätgas stor vid den negativa metalhydridelektroden, vartefter den bör minska i takt med 

antalet i- och urladdningar. Mängden vätgas under laddning kan därför användas som ett mått 

på graden av aktivering av den negativa metalhydridelektroden. Inverkan av olika höga 

strömmar i början av aktiveringsprocessen undersöktes genom att mäta hur gasutvecklingen 

påverkas. För att ta reda på hur aktiveringen förändras över tid studerades skillnaden i 

gassammansättningen för batterier som vilat olika länge mellan aktivering och gasanalys. 

Som en del i projektet Process development for reuse and/or recycling of Nickel Metal 

Hydride, finansierat av Svenska energimyndigheten, undersöktes skillnaden i aktivering hos 

ett batteri innehållande återvunnen metallhydrid med ett batteri innehållande nyproducerat 

material.  
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Resultaten visar på att införa en något högre laddström än den som används i dag i den allra 

första laddningen i aktiveringsprocessen minskar mängden vätgas samt kortar ner 

aktiveringstiden. När ännu högre laddströmmar testades blev andelen bildad vätgas större. Det 

kan dock vara positivt att ha en högre mängd vätgas i batteriet i början av 

aktiveringsprocessen då det tros vara bra att låta den negativa metalhydridelektroden ”bada” i 

vätgas för att öka aktiveringen. Frågan om hur gasutvecklingen förändras över tid bör vidare 

studeras då något varierande resultat ficks fram. Resultaten visar på att låta batterierna vila 

efter aktiveringsprocessen minskade gasutvecklingen samt andelen vätgas. Detta är troligt då 

tidigare forskning har visat på att behandling av metallhydrid med basiska lösningar, vilket 

finns i batteriets elektrolyt, ökar aktiveringen. I försöken i detta projekt har enbart effekten av 

olika laddströmmar undersökts efter de första två i- och urladdningarna. Den verkliga 

aktiveringsprocessen innehåller ca 15 i- och urladdningar och det är därför av intresse att i 

framtiden studera gassammansättningen för batterier som har genomgått hela 

aktiveringsprocesser där strömmen under laddning har varierats. Batteriet med den återvunna 

metalhydriden verkar vara bättre aktiverat, åtminstone efter en tids vila. Detta bör dock 

undersökas vidare med flera olika batterier då metoden har optimerats.  

En metod för att mäta andelen syrgas och vätgas inne i NiMH-batterierna under laddning togs 

fram. Metoden är ännu inte fullt utvecklad för att ge pålitliga värden, men det är möjligt att se 

en skillnad mellan batterier som har blivit behandlade på olika sätt. Metoden måste utvecklas 

vidare för att bli mer tillförlitlig och ge mer trovärdiga resultat. Bland annat bör upprepade 

mätningar genomföras för att få bättre statistik. För att göra metoden bättre bör framförallt ett 

sätt för att ta gasproverna vid samma laddningsprocent tas fram. När gasproverna i projektet 

togs noterades inte att laddningsprocenten inte var den samma. Då olika kemiska reaktioner 

sker vid olika steg under laddningen blir resultaten svåra att jämföra med varandra.  
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Abbreviations 
 

AB, AB2, AB3-4, AB5, A2B7 – classes of hydrogen storage alloys.  

E0 – Standard potential 

Ecell – Cell potential 

GC-MS – Gas chromatography-Mass spectrometry 

HSA – Hydrogen Storage Alloy 

LaNi5 - Lanthanum nickel 

MH – Metal hydride 

Mm – Mischmetal 

NiMH – Nickel Metal-hydride b 

Ni(OH)2 – Nickel hydroxide 

NiOOH – Nickel oxide hydroxide 

PCT curve – Pressure Composition Temperature curve 
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1 Introduction 
As the energy demand in the world constantly increases and the interest and usage of non-

fossil and renewable sources of energy is growing, the need for new technologies to store 

energy increases. This involves, for example batteries for large scale energy storage and cars. 

The batteries considered in this report are Nickel-Metal-hydride batteries (NiMH batteries). 

Typical application areas for NiMH batteries are energy back-up, uninterruptible power 

supply, smart grid, hybrid electrical vehicles and electric mobile equipment [1]–[4]. 

It is necessary to reduce the cost of batteries, together with renewable energy sources, to make 

these solutions more attractive than fossil fuels. The manufacturing cost and the material cost 

are two things that affect the total price and could be decreased by improving the 

manufacturing technology and increasing the production volume – which will increase if the 

request grows. The major part of the material costs consist of the electrode materials and 

research for cheaper metal hydride (MH) is significant. The MH – a metal alloy – electrode is 

the component with the highest weight and cost share distribution, and is therefore of great 

interest to improve [5]. Producing the materials for the electrodes, especially the negative 

electrode, also requires a lot of energy. To produce recycled materials often require less 

energy and it is therefore of great interest to increase the degree of reusing of materials. It is 

also of economic interest since the major part of the market for rare earth metals (used in the 

negative electrode) is controlled by China, which can result in unexpected price increases.  

The main advantages of NiMH batteries are their high capacity and energy density, compared 

to other battery technologies. Their sealed construction makes them maintenance free and 

they have a long cycle life (how many times the battery can be cycled before it dies) as well 

as shelf life [1], [6]. They are more environmentally friendly compared to their forerunner 

nickel cadmium batteries since they do not contain any cadmium, and the recycling rate is 

currently greater than for Li-ion batteries. NiMH-batteries can work in a large temperature 

range, at higher temperatures than for Pb batteries and lower than for Li-ion. At the end of the 

charge and during overcharging, the internal pressure in the battery increases, due to gas 

evolution [2], [6]. The batteries are therefore equipped with a safety vent which can be opened 

if the pressure gets too high. The opening of the vent however dries out the cell and is a 

reason for reduction of the battery cycle life.  

1.1 Nilar´s NiMH batteries 

This project has been performed at Nilar AB, Gävle, Sweden, and will consider only their 

batteries. They produce NiMH batteries with a bipolar configuration, focusing on applications 

such as energy storage, uninterruptible power supply, peak shaving, EV-charge support and 

renewable energy integration [4]. In the bipolar design, the electrodes are placed parallel 

facing each other in the cell. This gives a uniform distribution of the current flow, resistance, 

temperature increase, and electrochemical ageing, resulting in an extended cell life, see Figure 

1 a) [7]. Ten battery cells are gathered in series to a module with conductive plates between 

the cells and a common current collector at the end cells, see Figure 1 b) and c). The positive 

side of one cell faces the negative side of the next one. The design is compact, has high power 

capability and reduces the costs. The battery modules can then be stacked battery packs; in 

series to get a higher voltage or in parallel to get a higher current, see Figure 1 d) [8]. 
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Figure 1. a) Illustration of the parallel electrodes and the distribution of ion transport and resistance in a bipolar NiMH 

battery. b) 10 cells stacked into a battery module. c) A complete 10 cell battery module. d) Several modules stacked into a 

battery pack [7]. 

The negative electrode in Nilar AB´s batteries consist of a metal hydride (MH) of type AB5 

and Ni-powder. The MH used in Nilar´s battery modules has a capacity of about 0.3 Ahg-1. 

Ni-powder is added as a binder to keep the electrodes from falling to pieces. The positive 

electrode in Nilar AB´s batteries consist of Nickel hydroxide (Ni(OH)2), Ni-powder and Co 

additives. Ni(OH)2 is the active material and it is desirable to have as high content as possible; 

Ni is added as a binder and to increase the electron transfer between the Ni(OH)2 particles. 

The electrodes are manufactured by a roll mill. This dry method is reported to have a lower 

manufacturing cost, compared to e.g. making a slurry and sintering the electrodes [5]. The 

whole battery is put together in dry state before it is filled with the wet electrolyte. The total 

voltage of one of Nilar AB´s bipolar battery cell is 1.2-1.3V and the capacity is ~10Ah. As the 

cells are stacked into 10-cell modules, the total voltage sums up to 12V while the capacity is 

still ~10Ah. The theoretical effective capacity that can be obtained from a battery is 

determined by the specific capacity and the amount of active material in the limiting 

electrode. The capacity is determined by the positive electrode, which is designed to be 

capacity-limiting. This means that the positive electrode reaches full charge and discharge 

before the negative does. Because of this, it is hard to study the behaviour of the negative 

electrode as the processes in the battery are limited by the positive. For example, the 

measured capacity only tells us about the degree of activation of the positive electrode. It is 

therefore hard to find out about the degree of activation of the negative electrode.   

1.2 Background to the project 

One of the last steps in Nilar’s manufacturing process of the NiMH battery modules is to fill it 

with the electrolyte, followed by an activation process of the electrode materials; the so-called 

formation process. The process consists of a number of charge and discharge cycles, with 

varying currents. The reactions taking place during the formation process will affect the 

performance of the battery during its lifetime and it is therefore of interest to have knowledge 

about them and to be able to control them. It is also desirable to make the formation process 

as time-, energy- and cost-efficient as possible. During charge and discharge of a NiMH 

battery, two different gases can be formed, O2 and H2. The formation of the different gases 

corresponds to different chemical reactions in the battery. By analysis of the gas composition 

during the formation process, conclusions about which reactions taking place can be drawn. 

At the first charge of the battery, the negative electrode is not activated and the production of 

H2 is most likely high. At this stage, less H can intercalate to the metal alloy and less MH is 

formed. To improve the performance of the battery and to decrease the total time of the 

formation process, it is of interest to have knowledge about which, and the amount of, gases 
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that are being evolved during the initial charge. As a part of minimizing the environmental 

impact of their batteries, Nilar AB participate in a project named “Process development for 

reuse and/or recycling of Nickel Metal Hydride”, financed by the Swedish Energy Agency. It 

is of interest to know if the activation of the MH differs between virgin and recycled material. 

In this project, the activation of recovered material in the negative electrode will be evaluated 

by using the technique developed in this work.  

In literature, several methods to improve the MH activation process have been presented. Ball 

milling to get new surfaces and smaller particle size, new compositions in the MH, and 

surface treatment of the MH with e.g. KOH or HF are some examples [9]. These methods 

were however not in the scope of project since the work was to be performed on the existing 

electrodes in Nilar´s battery modules. Methods were improvement has been done without 

changing the materials or manufacturing process is therefore of more interest. One example is 

the creation of microcracks in the electrodes by voltage pulsing after sealing of the battery. M. 

McCormack et.al. examined how the activation of MH changed when using voltage pulsing 

during charging [10]. They found that pulsing caused microcracks in the alloy. They did not 

extend to the surface and did not cause any fragmentation, change in particle size, surface 

composition or structure. The particles did however get new clean electrocatalytic surfaces 

and an increased surface area. The new surfaces are thought to be nickel-rich, which promote 

the charge-transfer reactions. The microcracks are caused by the rapidly varied hydriding and 

dehydriding of the alloy resulting in volume changes and strain in the alloy. The microcracks 

form “canals” in the particles where hydrogen can move. The transport of H2 in gas phase or 

as H atoms associated to the surface of the cracks is faster, than diffusion through the alloy. 

As a result, a higher amount of H can intercalate in the alloy and the activation goes faster. M. 

Wu et.al. tested pulsing of both potential and current [11]. They found that untreated 

electrodes have much lower initial capacity than the pulse activated. A longer total time of 

pulsing enhances the activation of the electrode and the maximum capacity.  

Earlier studies to analyse the gas composition in NiMH batteries during the charge process 

has been done by A. J. G. Mank et. al. by using an In-Situ Raman Analysis [6]. They 

concluded that both O2 and H2 play a role in the increased pressure inside the battery. Which 

of the gases that contributed the most to the pressure increase thus depend on the temperature 

and the applied current. When the temperature was not controlled, O2 was found to have the 

greatest pressure increase, but at a fixed temperature H2 had the highest increase. 

Nevertheless, no studies where Gas Chromatography has been used for similar analysis to 

improve the activation of the MH has been found. Thus, a technique to analyse the gas 

composition inside the battery and to link the values to the degree of activation of the MH is 

the scope of this work.  

1.3 The aim of the project 

The goal of this project is to develop a method to measure the degree of activation of the 

electrodes in a NiMH-battery. The aim is to find a technique to study the activation in the 

initial cycle of the formation process and to compare the degree of activation between 

differently treated modules. This will be done by characterization of the gases produced 

during charge of a battery – primarily O2 and H2. The evolution of gas at the electrodes starts 

as the active material runs out, so the composition of the gas phase in the battery could 

potentially give information about the activation of the electrodes. At the department of 
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Materials and Environmental Chemistry at Stockholm University, a Gas Chromatograph can 

be connected to a Nilar battery, and the relative amounts of gases inside the battery can be 

measured. This set-up will be applied to analyse the composition of the gas evolved during 

charging. 

The focus will be on the activation of negative electrode. This is of interest, since the NiMH-

battery is designed to be limited by the positive electrode and the negative has a surplus of 

capacity. Thus, during operation only the capacity of the positive electrode can be measured. 

The current applied in the first charge will be varied to examine the difference in gas 

evolution. Higher current gives a shorter formation time – and time is money. The effect of 

resting time after formation will also be studied. A further aim is to compare the gas evolution 

and activation of batteries containing new material with batteries containing recycled negative 

electrode material 

 

2 Theory 

2.1 Electrode materials and chemical reactions 

A NiMH battery has a positive electrode consisting of Nickel hydroxide (Ni(OH)2) and a 

negative electrode of a metal hydride (MH) [1], [12]. The two electrodes are separated with a 

separator and moistened with a basic alkaline electrolyte, often KOH. The cell is protected by 

a metal case and a sealing plate. The NiMH batteries can be designed to be cylindrical, 

prismatic or bipolar. This report will consider only the Nilar bipolar design. 

2.1.1 The negative metal hydride electrode 

The negative active element in a NiMH battery is hydrogen, which in the charged state is in 

form of a metal hydride (MH) – also often called hydrogen storage alloy (HSA). Upon 

charging, H2O in the electrolyte reduces to hydrogen atoms according to reaction 1. The H 

atoms intercalates in the lattice of the MH by adsorption and absorption, shown in Figure 2. 

At discharge, H is released from the MH and moves towards the positive electrode in the 

electrolyte in form of OH- while an electron is being released, see reaction 1 [1], [6], [13]. In 

the reaction M is the metal hydride with no H atoms at all intercalated in the metal lattice. The 

reaction going in the right direction is during charge and to the left during discharge. 

𝑀 + 𝑥𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑥𝑒− ⇄ 𝑀𝐻𝑥 + 𝑥𝑂𝐻−     (reaction 1) 

E0 = -0.83V 

The storage reaction of H upon charging can be derived into four steps [6]: 

1. Adsorption of H on the surface: 𝑀 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑒− → 𝑀𝐻𝑎𝑑 + 𝑂𝐻−  

2. Transformation into absorbed state in the electrode by diffusion of adsorbed H: 

𝑀𝐻𝑎𝑑 → 𝑀𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠  

3. Recombination of absorbed H and production of H2, dissolved in the electrolyte: 

𝑀𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 → 𝐻2(𝑙)  

4. Equilibrium between liquid and gas phase: 𝐻2(𝑙) → 𝐻2(𝑔)  
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The rate of the charge/discharge depends on the reaction kinetics on the electrode surface and 

is often the limiting factor during fast charge/discharge. The kinetics is dependent on the 

composition of the MH [1], [2], [6], [12], [13]. A better understanding of the reactions on the 

MH surface can improve the development and give a better performance of the batteries. The 

charge/discharge rate for a battery is often described in C rate. 1C means that the battery is set 

to be fully charged – or discharged – in one hour. 2C means it achieves full capacity in 30min 

and 0.5C in 2h, and so on. 1C for one Nilar battery module with 10 cells is approximately 

10A. When discussing the current state of a battery, the expression State of Charge (SoC) is 

often used. SoC is stated in percentage were 0% = fully discharge and 100% = fully charged. 

For 1C, 100% SoC is reached in 1h.  

A MH consists of two different metals A and B. The alloy must be stable over many charge-

discharge cycles since rechargeable batteries are expected to keep their capacity over 

thousands of cycles. According to Handbook of Batteries, the MH must fulfil some important 

properties [1]: 

1. Good hydrogen storage to achieve a high-energy density and battery capacity  

2. Thermodynamic properties suitable for reversible absorption/desorption  

3. Low hydrogen equilibrium pressure  

4. High electrochemical reactivity  

5. Favourable kinetic properties for high-rate performance  

6. High oxidation resistance  

7. Stability, with repeated charge/discharge cycles, in alkaline electrolyte 

 

Many kinds of MH can be used in NiMH batteries, e.g. AB, AB2, AB3-4, AB5, A2B7 [12], [13]. 

Over the years, the two most commonly used compositions of MH in NiMH batteries have 

been AB5 and AB2, but recently A2B7 has begun to be used more and more. This report will 

consider the AB5 class ( A = a rare earth metal or Zr and B = Ni, Co, Fe, Al, or Mn) of active 

materials based on Lanthanum Nickel (LaNi5) [1], [14]. LaNi5 has been used in NiMH 

batteries since the 1970s [12]. Pure LaNi5 has been shown to have poor cycling stability, so to 

improve the properties of the alloy, a couple of additives are often used. Co is the major 

additive used to prevent corrosion and to extend the cycle life. Al, Ti, Zr and Si can be used 

for the same purpose, but are used to a lower extend. A mix of Ce, Nd, Pr, Gd and Y can be 

added as a substituent for La to lower the costs [1], [8]. The AB5 alloy has a hexagonal CaCu5 

crystal structure, see Figure 2a). The figure shows how H atoms (red) intercalate in the 

hexagonal structure during charge of the battery, the hydrogen-poor α-phase converts into the 

hydrogen-rich β-phase. As the H atoms are intercalated, the metallic framework is preserved 

but an expansion of 25-40% (different sources report varying numbers) can occur. The 

repeated expansion/contraction of the MH during cycling of the battery gives rise to strain in 

the structure followed by fragmentation, giving new fresh surfaces [13], [15], [16]. At worst 

this leads to pulverization of the alloy. 
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Figure 2. a) CaCu5 crystal structure of an AB5 alloy where A=La (purple) and B=Ni (green), before and after intercalation 

of H, i.e. at discharge and charged state [17]. b) Illustration of H2 molecules and H atoms adsorbed on the surface of the MH 

electrode and H atoms intercalated in the MH lattice [16]. 

A Pressure-Composition-Temperature curve, PCT curve, see Figure 3, describes the hydrogen 

storage properties of a specific MH. It gives the relationship between pressure and 

composition of the MH. At a lower pressure, the low hydrogen content α-phase, a random 

solid solution of H and storage material, is present. At a certain pressure, point A, H starts to 

intercalate at specific positions in the lattice and form hydride, the high hydrogen content β-

phase. The two phases can coexist at an equilibrium pressure as the H content increases, seen 

as a plateau in the curve. When the maximum capacity is reached, a complete transformation 

to the β-phase occurs, point B. After this point, the pressure needs to be greatly increased to 

further increase the hydrogen content. A certain curve corresponds to a certain temperature, 

and a change in temperature will change the range of the plateau and the equilibrium pressure 

as in Figure 3. Above the point Tc, the plateau disappears and the transition from α- to β-

phase is continuous. Low temperatures facilitate adsorption of hydrogen while high 

temperatures facilitate desorption. The PCT curve is of great importance when choosing 

material for the negative electrode. The length and equilibrium pressure of the plateau as well 

as the hysteresis – the difference between adsorption and desorption - are important to 

consider to be able to understand the particular MH and to develop new materials [12], [13]. 

 

Figure 3. Pressure-Composition-Temperature (PCT) curve for a hydrogen storage material. The figure is a theoretical 

illustration and in reality, the plateau is more of a flat slope [12]. 

The surfaces of the alloy have to be clean to facilitate the dissociative chemisorption and 

associative desorption of hydrogen, it must be electrically conductive and be corrosion 

resistant in the alkaline electrolyte in the battery. At the same time, the surface must remain 

catalytic enough to break the O-H bonds in the water molecules to get the chemical reactions 

in the battery to proceed. The interface of the bulk/surface has to be permeable to H atoms 

that are moving through the interface during cycling of the battery. Figure 4 illustrates the 
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different mechanisms taking place on the MH particle surface. To get a high activity of the 

alloy and a high discharge rate, a large total surface area and a uniform particle size is 

desirable. A rougher surface and milling of the powders used in the electrodes as well as 

treatment with hot alkaline solution leads to faster activation of MH. This minimizes the risks 

for diverse gradients in the cell. [9], [15], [16], [18], [19] 

 

Figure 4. The different mechanisms taking place on the HSA particle surface and bulk. The surface must protect the HSA 

from corrosion by the electrolyte. It has to be catalytically active enough to break the O-H bond in the water molecules that 

transports H atoms between the electrodes. It must be able to let H atoms pass from the surface in to the bulk to intercalate 

between the metal atoms and it has to transport the electrons being produced during discharge to the current collectors [19]. 

In the NiMH batteries the MH electrode is designed to have a higher capacity than the 

positive Ni-electrode, giving it an extra reserve at charge and discharge. This helps the battery 

to handle the evolving of gases that occur at very high and very low SoC.  

2.1.2 The positive nickel hydroxide electrode  

The positive electrode, the cathode, in a NiMH battery consists of nickel oxyhydroxide, 

NiOOH, in the charged state. During discharge, the NiOOH is reduced to nickel hydroxide, 

Ni(OH)2, (Ni(III) →Ni(II)) according to reaction 2 [1], [2], [12], [13]. H atoms are released 

from the negative electrode and diffuse in the electrolyte to the positive electrode in form of 

hydroxide ions. At the positive electrode, the H atoms bind to oxygen atoms in the NiOOH. 

The positive electrode gives the battery its capacity since it is designed to be the limiting 

electrode. Ni(OH)2 has a theoretical capacity of 0.289 Ahg-1 [12] Because of this, it is of great 

importance to improve the properties of Ni(OH)2 to get the best performance. The reaction 

going in the right direction is during charge and to the left during discharge. 

𝑁𝑖(𝑂𝐻)2 + 𝑂𝐻− ⇄ 𝑁𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑒−    (reaction 2)  

E0 = 0.49V 

When Ni(OH)2 is prepared, two different structures can be formed, α- or β-Ni(OH)2. The α-

phase holds water-containing layers, loosely bound by hydrogen bonds, between the Ni-

layers. In alkaline solutions, the structure is degraded to the denser β-phase. The β-phase has a 

layered structure with a hexagonal unit cell and the structure is stable in an alkaline 

environment and is therefore used in NiMH batteries. During charge, Ni(OH)2 is oxidized to 

β-NiOOH and almost keeps its dense structure. If overcharged, there is a risk for 

transformation to the γ-NiOOH structure. This is undesirable since the lattice parameter c is 

larger in α-Ni(OH)2 and γ-NiOOH than in β-Ni(OH)2 and β-NiOOH, due to the insertion of 

water molecules, anions and cations between the Ni-layers, see Figure 5 [12], [20]. 
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the change in structure of Ni(OH)2 and NiOOH during, charge and discharge. The lattice 

parameter c is larger for the α- and γ-phase than for the β-phases, due to the water molecules, anions and cations between 

the Ni-layers [20]. 

Both Ni(OH)2 and NiOOH has poor conductivity and therefore the theoretical capacity cannot 

be fully utilized, but by adding Ni-powder, the electron transfer in the electrodes can be 

increased. A network of Ni is formed under the formation process. To obtain a capacity close 

to the theoretical value, it is important that a well-formed network is shaped and that it is 

maintained during cycling of the battery. Co is also used to increase the conductivity and 

forms CoOOH during the formation process [5], [15]. 

2.2 The sum of the electrode reactions 

The net reaction of the cell during charge and discharge can be seen in reaction 3. Both 

reactions are solid-state intercalation reactions. The charge reaction is exothermic, resulting in 

a temperature increase [1]. The transportation of H atoms and e- between the electrodes during 

charge and discharge is illustrated in Figure 6. In the net reaction, it can be seen that no water 

is consumed. During its life time the MH however consumes a part of the electrolyte due to 

corrosion and formation of primarily La(OH)3 [12], [13], [21]. 

𝑁𝑖(𝑂𝐻)2 + 𝑀 ⇄ 𝑁𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝑀𝐻     (reaction 3) 

Ecell = 1.32V  

 

Figure 6. Schematic figure of the transfer of H and e- inside the battery during charge and discharge.  

The capacity of a battery is the electrical current which can be obtained and is expressed in 

ampere-hours (Ah). In this project, the capacity was measured by discharging the battery at a 

constant current until 10V is reached. By multiplying the applied current with the time it takes 

to discharge the battery to the end voltage, the rated capacity of the battery is obtained. This 
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value can then be compared to the theoretically value. As the positive electrode is the limiting 

electrode, the capacity achieved corresponds to the function of this electrode.  

During production of the electrodes, there is a variation in their weight. The electrodes are 

therefore divided in to four different categories, A-D, where A being the lightest. The 

difference in weight results in a difference in capacity for the electrodes, and so the whole 

module, as the percentage of active material in the electrodes is the same for all categories. A 

lighter electrode has a lower capacity than a heavier one. The categories have a capacity span 

of less than 0.1Ah. It is desirable to match positive and negative electrodes from the same 

category when a module is assembled. The electrode combinations in the modules are termed 

as Positive-Negative, e.g. C-D.  

2.3 Generation of O2 and H2 

Because of the design where the Ni-electrode is the capacity-limiting electrode, it reaches full 

charge and discharge before the negative electrode, see Figure 7. This causes different side 

reactions to occur. At >100% SoC, there is a sharp increase in the battery voltage. If the 

potential is more positive than the potential range at were the nickel reaction, reaction 2, 

occurs and the standard redox potential of OH-/O2, OH- ions will be oxidized and O2 evolves 

at the positive Ni-electrode surface according to reaction 4 [2]. If the temperature or the 

charging current is too high, it is possible for O2 to be produced earlier in the charge cycle [2], 

[12]. 

4𝑂𝐻− → 2𝐻2𝑂 +  𝑂2 + 4𝑒−     (reaction 4) 

E0 = -0.827V 

 

Figure 7. a) Shows charging of the battery. The dashed line shows the level at were the effective charge capacity of the Ni 

electrode is finished. Above the line, overcharge and production of O2 takes place. b) Shows discharge of the battery. The 

dashed line shows the limit for the effective discharge capacity of the Ni electrode and production of H2. When the MH 

electrode has been discharged, O2 is produced.  

To make it possible for gases to move inside the battery, the amount of electrolyte is kept at a 

level, so the separator still have open porosity where the gases can pass through. This is called 

a starved configuration. A low amount of electrolyte however increases the internal resistance 

in the battery. Thus, the amount of electrolyte is a compromise between resistance and the 

possibility for gases to move between the electrodes. During its life time, the MH electrodes 

consumes electrolyte and the properties are changed. O2 can diffuse through the separator to 

the MH electrode where it reduces and recombines according to reaction 5 [2]. The 

recombination is possible at the expanse of the formation of the MH, reaction 1. The oxygen 

recombination-mechanism is essential to prevent an unacceptable high pressure increase 

inside the cell. If the charging current is too high and the generation of O2 is faster than the 

rate of the recombination, the inner pressure will increase. The rate of the recombination 

reaction is most probably limited by the transport of oxygen between the electrodes.  
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4𝑀𝐻 +  𝑂2 → 2𝐻2𝑂 + 4𝑀     (reaction 5) 

The gas generation-recombination cycle is accomplished by controlling the relative amount of 

active material in the electrodes. The MH electrode´s ability to recombine O2 limits the 

maximum current that can be applied during charge. If the recombination rate is too low and 

the current is too high, the amount of O2 and the pressure will get too high [1], [2], [6], [13]. 

At low SoC, when no more H atoms can be released from the negative electrode, see Figure 7 

b), OH- ions will start to oxidize to O2 molecules according to reaction 6 [1]. 

2𝑂𝐻− →
1

2
𝑂2 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 2𝑒−     (reaction 6) 

E0 = -0.401V 

H2 can be produced at the negative electrode according to reaction 7, if the charge acceptance 

is poor [2]. This can also occur at high temperatures or if the charging rate is too high. (If the 

charge efficiency is good for both electrodes, only O2 will be produced during overcharge.) 

The H atoms will not have the time to intercalate in the negative electrode and form MH, 

instead a sub-reaction at which H2 is formed will take place. The oxygen-recombination cycle 

prevents the negative electrode from becoming fully charged, as the H atoms in the MH will 

be converted into H2O molecules, leaving unoccupied sites for other H atoms. In that way H2, 

is not being generated to the same extent.  

2𝐻2𝑂 + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2 + 2𝑂𝐻−     (reaction 7) 

E0 = -0.827V 

It is also possible for H2 to be produced at the positive electrode during over-discharge [2], 

[13]. Since the positive electrode is designed to have the limiting capacity, it will be fully 

discharged before the negative, and instead reduction of water molecules into H2 will take 

place according to reaction 7. As for the evolution of O2, this causes an increase in cell 

pressure. H2 produced at the positive electrode can be converted back into water molecules at 

the MH electrode during discharge by the reverse of reaction 7 [2], [13]. 

The H2 gas produced can also be intercalated in the negative electrode by dissociative 

chemisorption and absorption according to reaction 8, if unoccupied sites are available, to 

prevent an increase in internal pressure [2], [6], [8], [18]. This is possible since the negative 

electrode has more active material than the positive. If the battery is highly over-discharged 

the MH will not be able to absorb the H2 and the internal pressure will increase. The reaction 

rate for adsorption of H2 is higher in the beginning, at low HM-1 values and decreases as the 

HM-1 value increases. Smaller particles of the MH gives a bigger surface area which 

facilitates the recombination of H2. 

2𝑀 + 𝐻2(𝑙) → 2𝑀𝐻𝑎𝑑                         (reaction 8) 

Z. Ye and D. Noréus investigated the gas recombination rates in a NiMH battery and found 

that the recombination rate of O2 is higher than the absorption rate of H2 [2]. This means that 

when hydrogen is produced it is more difficult to remove from inside the cell than H2. The 

limiting steps for both reactions appears to be mass transport to the MH surface. The gases 

must first dissolve in the electrolyte layer that surrounds the alloy, diffuse through the 

electrolyte, and go from the liquid phase to the solid surface. The main reasons for the slow 

reaction rate of hydrogen absorption is a lower solubility of H2 in the electrolyte and a 
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decrease in the breaking mechanism of H-H bonds; due to H2O and OH- blocking active sites 

on the surface. They also found that an increse in temperature increased the rate for both 

reactions, even though the solubility of the gases in the electrolyte goes down. The same thing 

happens when the cell is cycled. The rate difference means that it is important to keep a good 

charge efficiency in the negative electrode to get a good overcharge protection in the cell.  

2.4 The electrolyte 

The electrolyte in Nilar AB´s batteries is an aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide (KOH) 

with a small addition of lithium hydroxide (LiOH). The LiOH is added to improve the 

temperature properties of the electrolyte. The electrolyte should have a high ionic 

conductivity, be thermally stable over a wide temperature range, and have low viscosity [12]. 

To facilitate the diffusion of gases from the positive to the negative electrode at the end of the 

charge, the amount of electrolyte in the cell is limited to leave an open pathway. Gases 

dissolves poorly in the electrolyte and by having a starved configuration the rate of the 

oxygen-recombination reaction is increased. An increse in temperature lowers the solubility 

of the gases in the electrolyte. 

2.5 Charging of the battery  

During charge, electrical energy is forced in to the battery. An efficient charge aims to restore 

the battery to its full capacity, but not overcharge it, and avoid too high temperatures and 

temperature fluctuations. NiMH batteries are most often charged with a constant-current. 

During charge, the voltage rises slowly, and the exothermic reactions cause a temperature 

increase. At 75-80% SoC, the voltage rises more sharply due to onset of the evolution of O2 at 

the positive electrode. The exothermic oxygen recombination reaction starts, and the 

temperature increases more sharply. The increase in temperature results in a voltage drop as 

the battery reaches high SoC. In general, the voltage increases with an increase in current and 

decreases with an increase in temperature. At a high temperature, the charge efficiency goes 

down due to the increased evolution of O2. On the other hand, a too low temperature will slow 

down the oxygen recombination reaction so the internal pressure will increase [1]. The 

currents, with which the modules have been charged, were specified in C-rate in the software 

which controls the power source. The current, in ampere, to get the C-rate is programmed into 

the software based on the capacity given by the C category.  

2.6 The activation process 

After the battery has been filled with electrolyte it has to be activated before it becomes a 

functional rechargeable battery. The activation process, or formation process, consists of a 

couple of charge and discharge cycles to intercalate H into the MH and to activate the 

Ni(OH)2. In general, the activation process can be said to be “good enough” when 

approximately 80% of the electrodes ultimate capacity can be reached in the initial charge. 

[11] The first thing that occurs at the positive electrode is that cobalt oxidizes from Co(0) to 

Co(II) and on to Co(III). The chemical reactions that takes place is not well known but most 

authors seem to agree on that the final product is cobalt oxyhydroxide (CoOOH), which 

increases the conductivity in the electrode [15]. During cycling of the battery, the voltage 

should be kept within an interval where it is not possible for the Co reaction to go backwards. 

The CoOOH formation reaction also helps create an over-discharge reservoir by pre-charging 

the MH. 
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2.7 Gas chromatography – Mass spectrometry (GC-MS) 

Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) is an analysis method where a gas 

chromatograph (GC) has been coupled to a mass spectrometer (MS). The method can be used 

to analyse complex mixes of chemical compounds by separation in the GC followed by 

identification and quantification in the MS. The technique gives a quantitative analysis. GC is 

mostly used for low molecular weight compounds that are volatile or semi-volatile, but can be 

used for many gases, liquids and solids. The compound that is to be analysed must be 

thermally stable and relatively volatile. Functionalised compounds should be derived before 

the analysis to eliminate undesirable adsorption effects. This can otherwise affect the data 

quality. Gases and liquids can be directly injected in to the GC while solid samples have to be 

dissolved in organic solution or pyrolyzed before the analysis. [22], [23]  

When the sample is injected to the GC, it is first being vaporised. It passes through a 

chromatographic column by a carries gas, the mobile phase. The carries gas has to be an inert 

gas, helium is most often used. The inside of the glass capillary column is coated with the 

stationary phase. In the column, the gases are separated according to how well they interact 

with the stationary versus the mobile phase. Gases that interact more with the stationary phase 

will take longer time to pass through the column, and vice versa. The time it takes for a 

compound to pass through the column is called the retention-time. This time can be used to 

identify compounds by comparison with a reference. The column ends at an ion source where 

the compounds are converted to positive ions by electron impact.  

In the MS, the ions are accelerated to the same kinetic energy. The ions are exposed to an 

electron or magnetic field and are deflected according to their masses. A lighter ion is more 

deflected than a heavier. In addition, an ion with a higher charge is more deflected. This way, 

the ions are separated according to their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). The ions enter a detector 

where the electrical signal is amplified before the information is sent to a computer which 

converts the signal to a visual spectrum. The results are often presented as relative intensity as 

a function of the mass-to-charge ratio. [24] The GC-MS used in this project presents the 

results as the change in ion current for the different gases over the measuring time.  

GC-MS has been used in this project to analyse the gases, as it is an analysis method which 

works well to detect the elements of interest. Nilar already has access to a GC-MS at 

Stockholm University, where it earlier has been tested to take gas samples from Nilar´s 

battery modules.  

 

3 Experimental methods 

3.1 Using different charge currents in the first cycle 

The 1st test series that was made aimed to study how different charge current in the very first 

cycle changes the behaviour of the battery, in terms of voltage, pressure and temperature. The 

different charge currents that were tested in the 1st test series are presented in Table 1. These 

combinations of currents were chosen based on earlier studies done at Nilar, where inter alia 

the current in the first charge cycle in the formation program was changed. All modules had 

the electrode category combination C-D. The charging started with 0.07C for 50 min to get 

the positive electrode activated, thereafter the current was varied. In the 1st test series, the total 

charging times for the different current combinations were calculated to get a 12% 
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overcharge. The maximal current and voltage that can be applied in the test equipment at 

Nilar is 10A respective 15.95V. The lower voltage was set to be limited to 10V to prevent 

over-discharge. The cycling was done in an environment with a temperature of about 21ºC, 

however it is not well controlled and can vary with a couple of degrees between different 

positions. The changes in voltage, pressure and temperature were monitored during the 

charging. In addition a reference module, Reference 1, was activated with the standard 

formation program. The measurements were then repeated with a 2nd test series with other 

combinations of charge currents, presented in Table 1. The 2nd test series was done to examine 

the impact of charge current in the first cycle. The criteria for the first charge were set to reach 

the maximum capacity of ~10Ah with the given current. The upper voltage limitation was set 

to 15.95V and the lower to 10V. All charge cycles started with 0.07C for 50 min to activate 

the positive electrode. The cycling was done in the environment described above. The 

reference module tested can be described as activated (has fulfilled a whole formation 

program) and the others as non-activated. 

 

Table 1. Summary of the different currents used in the first charge/discharge cycle for the modules. For 2A-2D; the first 

charge was terminated when a capacity of ~10Ah had been reached.    

Name 1st charge 1st discharge 2nd charge Electrodes (pos. -neg.) 

Reference 1 0.07C 16h - Rest: 30min 

- 0.2C to 10V 

Fulfils a complete 

standard formation 

program  

C-D 

1A 0.07C 

0.4C 

0.6C 

50 min 

24 min 15 s 

1h 30 min 

 

” 

 

- 0.2C until 75% charge 

- 10min rest 

C-D 

1B 0.07C 

0.2C 

0.6C 

50 min 

45.5 min 

1h 31 min 

 

” 

 

” 

C-D 

1C 0.07C 

0.6C 

50 min 

1h 46 min 

10s 

 

” 

 

” 

C-D 

2A 0.07C for 16h - Rest: 30 min 

- 0.2C to 10V  

- 10min rest  

- 0.2C until 75% charge 

C-D 

2B 0.07C  0.2C ” ” C-C 

2C 0.07C  0.4C ” ” C-D 

2D 0.07C  0.6C ” ” C-D 

 

3.2 Gas analysis using GC-MS 

After activation at Nilar, module Reference 1 and 1C in Table 1 were chosen to find out if it is 

possible to see any difference in the gas composition inside the battery modules during 

charge. These two modules were chosen as it was known that Reference 1 was activated and 

that 1C was not. It was thought that a significant difference would be seen between them. The 

two modules did undergo a standard Quality Assurance test and charged to 75% the day 

before the gas analysis with GC-MS. The modules were evacuated for ~5 seconds to get rid of 

any air in the system and then connected to a power source controlled by Land CT 2001A. 

The modules were coupled to a GC-MS, ThermoStar GSD 320 T2 gas analysis system from 

Pfeiffer Vacuum, equipped with a C-SEM/Faraday (continuous secondary electron multiplier) 
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detector and Quartz capillary. The experimental setup can be seen in Figure 8. They were 

discharged to 10V and then charged to ~8Ah, with 9A. The voltage and pressure were 

measured meanwhile. The specified current, 9A, was used to build up a pressure high enough 

to collect a gas sample, and to minimize the time of the charge/discharge cycle. A small gas 

sample was let out of the module in to the GC-MS at approximately ~8Ah charge. Thereafter, 

all modules from the 2nd test series were analysed to see how the different charge currents 

affects the gas evolution in a later cycling step. The initial charge cycle ended with a charged 

to 75% the day before the measurements, but they did not undergo any standard Quality 

Assurance. 

 

Figure 8. Set up for the GC-MS analysis, photo and drawing. 1.) Outlet for gases from the module. 2.) Pressure sensor. 3.) 

Valve to vacuum pump. 4.) Inlet to GC-MS. 5.) Balloon to see if any gas comes out of the module. 6.) Valve to let gases in to 

the GC-MS. 7.) Valve to let gases out from the module. 8.) Connection to power source for charge and discharge. The picture 

is taken during measurement. 

From the results from the GC-MS measurements, the volume ratios of O2 and H2 inside the 

module were calculated from the values of ion current for the two gases. A calibration curve, 

see Figure 24 in Appendix, and an equation (from a fitted trend line) to make the calculations 

has previously been developed at Stockholm University by Yang Shen. The values for ion 

current are taken from a point where the values have levelled off.  

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜
𝑂2

𝐻2
= 3.608 ∙ 𝑥 − 1.8429                                 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝑥 =

𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑂2

𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐻2
         (eqn. 1) 

The volume ratio was then converted to volume percentage (V/V%O2 and V/V%H2). These 

calculations were made with the assumption that no other gases remain after evacuating or 

developed during charging.  

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 𝑉𝑟 =
𝑉/𝑉%𝑂2

𝑉/𝑉%𝐻2
  

𝑉/𝑉%𝑂2 + 𝑉/𝑉%𝐻2 = 100% ⇔ 𝑉/𝑉%𝐻2 = 100% − 𝑉/𝑉%𝑂2  

𝑉 𝑉⁄ %𝑂2

100−𝑉 𝑉⁄ %𝑂2
= 𝑉𝑟  ⇔  𝑉 𝑉⁄ %𝑂2 = 𝑉𝑟(100 − 𝑉 𝑉⁄ %𝑂2)  ⇔  𝑉 𝑉⁄ %𝑂2(1 + 𝑉𝑟) = 100𝑉𝑟   

⇔  𝑉/𝑉%𝑂2 =
100𝑉𝑟

1+𝑉𝑟
             (eqn. 2) 
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3.3 Verifying the method  

In the 3rd test series, the measuring method presented above was verified. The gas 

composition in the modules during charging was analysed with GC at RISE (Research 

Institutes of Sweden AB), Borås, Sweden. Two modules were first charged according to 

Table 2, in an environment with a temperature of about 21ºC. These two charge currents were 

chosen since they showed the largest difference in volume ratio for the 2nd test series. The 

modules have the same combination of electrode categories as their counterparts in Table 1 to 

make the comparison within the pairs as easy as possible. The day after activation, the 

modules were evacuated, discharged to 10V and charged to ~8Ah, both with 0.9C. The 

pressure inside the modules was measured meanwhile. See Figure 9 for the set-up. When the 

desired capacity was reached, the gas was let out of the modules into a gas sampling bag 

(Restek, 3l Multifoil), and sent to RISE for analysis. The gas sampling was performed at 

Nilar. The gases analysed were O2, Ar, N2, H2, CH4, CO2 and CO. The analyses were 

performed on a Varian 450-GC GC/TCD/FID (Gas chromatograph/Thermal conductivity 

detector/Flame ionization detector) equipped with two columns: one molecular Sieve 5A, 60-

80 Mesh, 1 m x 1/8 'x 2,0 mm and one Hayesep Q, 80-100 Mesh, 1,8 m x 1/8 'x 2,0 mm 

connected to the TCD. 

 

Table 2. Summary of the currents used in the first charge/discharge cycle for the modules used for verification. The first 

charge was terminated when a capacity of ~10Ah had been reached.    

Sample name 1st charge 1st discharge 2nd Charge Electrodes (pos. -neg.) 

3B 0.07C  0.2C - Rest: 30 min 

- 0.2C to 10V  

-10min rest 

- 0.2C until 75% charge 

C-C 

3D 0.07C  0.6C ” ” C-D 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Set-up for the gas sample collection, photo and drawing. 1.) Outlet for gases from the module. 2.) Pressure sensor. 

3.) Valve 4.) Valve to vacuum pump. 5.) Valve to gas sampling bag. 6.) Gas sampling bag.  
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3.4 Analysis of modules containing recycled materials 

In the 4th test series, the developed method described in section 3.2 Gas analysis using GC-

MS was applied to measure the difference in degree of activation of a module containing 50% 

recycled material in the negative electrode and a reference module. This was done after 

standard formation. In Table 3, the content in the modules are presented. The module with 

recycled negative electrode material was prepared since earlier and is a part of a project at 

Nilar AB in cooperation with the Swedish Energy Agency; Process development for reuse 

and/or recycling of Nickel Metal Hydride, project number 37720-1. The recycled module was 

compared with a reference module with electrodes produced from virgin material. Both 

modules did undergo the standard formation program the days before the analysis was done. 

At SU, they were discharged to 10V and charged to ~8Ah with 9A and the gas inside the 

modules was analysed with GC-MS. To examine the effect of resting time after formation of 

modules, the two modules were let to rest for 16 days (no other treatment) after which the gas 

composition was measured again.   

Table 3. Contents in the electrodes containing recycled material and the reference module.  

Sample name Electrode material Formation Electrodes 

(pos. -neg.) 

4A Reference 2 Standard Standard formation  B-B 

4B Recycled Negative electrode: 50% recycled material  ” B-A 

4C Reference 2 

+16 days 

Standard  ” B-B 

4D Recycled + 16 

days 

Negative electrode: 50% recycled material ” B-A 

 

 

4 Results and discussion 

4.1 Using different charge currents in the first cycle 

The variation in charge current in the first cycle in the 1st test series gave varying results in 

voltage, pressure, temperature and time. For module 1A, the second current increase up to 

0.6C does not have any impact since the maximum voltage of 15.95V is reached for 0.4C 

(t≈0.9h), which forces the current to decrease, see Figure 10. After a while, the current starts 

to increase, but never reaches the set current during this time interval. Thus, to make the 

stepwise increase to 0.6C is not necessary. When going form 0.07C to 0.6C, module 1C 

(t≈0.9h), the maximum voltage of 15.95V is reached and the current decreases, as described 

for 1A. The question about whether there is any difference in activation of the negative 

electrode between going straight up to 0.4C or 0.6C thus remains. When the current is 

increased to 0.2C for 1B (t≈0.9h), the voltage increases slowly but does not reach 15.95V 

until the current is increased to 0.6C (t≈1.5h). During the first discharge, a resistance pulse 

was added, unfortunately causing a voltage decrease below 10V.  This is undesirable since it 

is a risk for the initial Co reactions to go backwards. A lower limit condition for the voltage 

was not added to the program and for the following tests, the resistance pulse was removed.  
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The three modules exhibit a pressure increase up to circa 1.75-2.25 bar during the first charge 

(t≈2h), were 1C being the highest and 1A the lowest, see Figure 10 b). During the second 

charge, 1B shows an extra pressure peak. This is a result from the voltage going below the 

potential for the initial Co reaction during discharging.  

a) b) 

  
Figure 10. a) Change in voltage during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 1A, 1B and 1C. b) 

Change in voltage and pressure during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 1A, 1B and 1C. 

Enlarged figures of the charge curves can be seen in Appendix, Figure 25 and Figure 26 . 

The temperature of the modules increased during the first and second charge, see Figure 27 in 

Appendix, up to 24-28ºC due to the exothermic charge reactions. Module 1A and 1C, which 

immediately reached the maximum voltage at the first charge, reached the highest 

temperatures. The temperature increase occurs simultaneously as the pressure increase. While 

discharging, there is a small temperature increase for all modules mainly caused by internal 

resistance. It should be noted that the environment where the cycling takes place is not well 

controlled and that the modules were placed rather close to other modules undergoing cycling. 

Therefore, the ambient temperature can vary a couple of degrees depending on the behaviour 

of and distance to nearby modules. This has to be taken in account when the results are being 

interpreted.  

The time of the different current steps was calculated with the assumption that the specified 

current would be applied over the entire step. Since the maximum voltage was reached for 

module 1A-C, the current was reduced, and the intended 12% over-charge was not reached. 

Thus, the modules got different capacity in the initial charge. For the following test series, 

charge termination was set on full capacity and not on time.  

As the current was increased to 0.4C respective 0.6C for module 2C and 2D in the 2nd test 

series (t≈0.9h), the maximum voltage was reached again and the current was reduced, just as 

for the modules in the 1st test series, see Figure 11a. Module 2A and 2B has no such problem. 

The time for reaching 100% SoC is shorter for the modules charged with a higher current, 

which is desirable as long as it does not impair the activation of the electrode.  

During the first charge, the pressure was the highest for module 2B and 2D (t≈2h). Module 

2A shows a somewhat lower pressure when the current is applied, and the pressure then 

decreases slowly during the charge, see Figure 11b. During the second charge, the pressure 

increase is similar for 2A, 2C and 2D, while the pressure for 2B is higher. A too high charging 

current can result in an O2 evolution that is faster than the recombination reaction, as a result, 

the inner pressure will increase. At the end of the charge, ~75%, O2 starts to evolve at the 
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positive electrode, causing a rise in voltage. The exothermic oxygen recombination reaction 

starts at the negative electrode and the temperature rises sharply. As the battery reaches full 

charge the voltage drops [1]. A higher temperature favours the evolution of O2. This will 

decrease the charge efficiency as the negative electrode gets occupied with the oxygen 

recombination reaction instead of intercalating H atoms [2], [12]. 

a) b) 

  
Figure 11. a) Change in voltage during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D.  

b) Change in voltage and pressure during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 2A, 2B, 2C and 

2D. Enlarged figures of the charge curves can be seen in appendix, Figure 28 and Figure 29. 

For 2B, 2C and 2D, the temperature increased up to 26-31ºC during the first charge, while 2A 

barely shows any increase, see Figure 30 in Appendix. Module 2D reaches the highest 

temperature. When the charging approaches 100% SoC, the oxygen recombination reaction at 

the negative electrode begins. This reaction is exothermic, and causes the temperature to 

increase. The charging is followed by a rest of 30 min which allows the temperature to go 

down. As described above, the ambient temperature is not controlled during cycling and a 

temperature increase can be enhanced by a nearby module. If the temperature or the charge 

rate is too high, H2 can be produced at the negative electrode according to reaction 7, resulting 

in a pressure increase [2]. 

The major reason for the pressure increase in the first charge, for all seven modules, is likely 

evolution of H2 at the negative electrode since it is not yet activated. The first pressure peak 

seems to be a double of two peaks. The first one probably corresponds to evolution of O2 at 

the positive electrode and the second one due to evolution of H2 at the negative electrode. 

During the second charge, the pressure increase is lower. This is expected for 2C and 2D, 

which are charged with a higher current in the first cycle. 2B is charged with the same current 

for both the first and the second cycle, and even for this one the pressure is slightly lower in 

the second cycle. The lower pressure is most probably also a result of more activation of the 

positive electrode after the first charge. The divergent pressure increases for 2B could be 

connected to the different combination of electrode categories, i.e. a different balance between 

positive and negative capacity.  
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4.2 Gas analysis using GC-MS 

In Figure 12, the pressure increase during the discharge and charge of Reference 1 and 1C 

performed at SU is presented. The pressure inside the modules stays stable during the 

discharge and increases rapidly during charge due to evolution of O2. Simultaneously as the 

evolution of O2 at the positive electrode, oxygen recombination occurs at the negative 

electrode, at the expense of intercalation of H atoms. The pressure inside the modules is rather 

low, lower than during the initial cycles, and Reference 1 shows a somewhat higher pressure 

at ~8Ah charge. When the power source is cut of and the gas sample is taken, the pressure 

decreases as no new gases are evolved and the existing H2 and O2 recombines at the negative 

electrode.  

a) b) 

 

 

 

Figure 12. a) Pressure increase during discharge and charge of Referrence 1 and module 1C before measuring the gas 

composition inside the module. The gas compositions was measured with GC-MS at the preassure peak. b)The maximum 

pressure increase for Referrence 1 and module 1C. 

The pressure increase for 2A-2D, was higher than for the once in the 1st test series, see Figure 

13. Here, the pressure is higher than in the initial charge for all modules, which is expected 

since the charge current is higher during the measurements. The big difference in pressure 

increase compared to the first two is expected compared to Reference 1 as it has undergone a 

whole formation program and is more activated. The lower pressure for 1C could be 

explained by it having gone through a Quality Assurance test, i.e. 2A-2D have undergone 

fewer charge/discharge cycles, and the gas evolution is higher due to less activation. The two 

first modules had also rested after the initial charge for about a week while the later one only 

rested for ~24h. The longer resting time can have given an additional activation of the metal 

hydride in the modules. Previous research has shown that treating the MH with e.g. KOH or 

HF improves the activation [9]. KOH is the major content in the electrolyte. 

The absolute pressure is slightly higher for 2B and slightly lower for 2D than for the other 

two. While evacuating module 2D, a small amount of electrolyte came out of the module and 

the valve to the vacuum pump were rapidly closed to prevent the electrolyte from going into 

the measuring system. The leakage could be explained by the relatively short time the module 

has undergone cycling, i.e. not enough time for the electrolyte to stabilize inside the module. 

Based on this, the initial plan of measuring the gas composition during the initial charge was 

excluded from the project, since evacuating the modules before charging will most likely be 

problematic. To evacuate the modules before measuring is necessary due to the presece of N2 
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in the air. It is still of interest to investigate the possibility to analyse the gas composition 

during the first charge, but this will not be performed in the scope of this project. 

a) b) 

 

 

 

Figure 13. a) Pressure increase during discharge and charge of module 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D before measuring the gas 

composition inside the module. The gas compositions was measured with GC-MS at the maximum pressure (corresponds to 

~8Ah charge). b) The maximum pressure increase for module 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D. 

The calculated gas volume ratios are presented in Figure 14. From the volume ratio it is 

possible to calculate the volume percent (V/V%) of O2 and H2 of the gas mixture inside the 

module. These values are presented in Table 4 and Figure 14. The volume percentages are 

calculated with the assumption that no other gases are present inside the module. However, 

due to the vacuum pump used, some air - which mainly consists of N2 - is left after the 

evacuating. If a calibration curve for both N2, O2 and H2 would to be obtained, the amount of 

N2 could be taken in consideration. Mank et.al. analysed the gas formation inside NiMH 

batteries during charging and found that the N2 partial pressure changes over time, but that it 

was not related to reactivity of the gases inside the battery [6]. Experiments at Nilar however 

show that N2 has an impact on the gas recombination reactions as N2 occupies active sites on 

the MH. With a calibration curve for N2 it is possible that the impact of N2 could be further 

investigated. The difference in volume ratio between Reference 1 and 1C indicated that the 

measuring technique used was of interest for further research. The analysis was therefore 

repeated for the 2nd test series to see how different charge currents in the first cycle affects the 

gas ratio, and so the activation of the MH electrode.  

During charge and overcharge, O2 is produced at the Ni-electrode and H2 at the MH-electrode. 

The lower content of H2 in the Reference 1 module can be explained by a more activated MH 

electrode and a better intercalation of H. This corresponds well to theory since it has 

undergone the whole formation program containing many cycles. The non-activated modules 

show a higher content of H2 and the negative electrode likely has a poorer intercalation of H. 

If the charge efficiency of both electrodes is good and overcharge was not reached, almost no 

H2 would be produced. The low content of H2 during charge for Reference 1 indicates a good 

efficiency and highly activated MH. It should be kept in mind that the evolution of gases and 

the recombination occurs simultaneously. This means that the ratio between O2 and H2 can be 

hard to interpret. A lower amount of the gas can correspond to a lower amount produced or a 

greater amount recombined. Also, a higher value for volume ratio can be due to either more 

O2 or less H2.  
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The volume ratio and volume percentages for module 2A-2D shows, except for module 2B, a 

close to linear relationship where the module that has undergone a longer charge time has a 

lower content of H2. 2D has been charged for the shortest time and seems to be poorest 

activated since it has the highest volume percentage of H2. Other experiments done at Nilar 

has however shown that implementing a current increase up to 0.4C during the initial charge 

in the formation process, matching module 2C, decreases the total formation time and 

increases the activation. It is not necessarily so that the H2 content must be very low during 

the initial charges to get the most activation after many more cycles. To let MH “bathe in” H2 

improves the activation of the MH as H atoms will have longer time to intercalate. So, a high 

amount of H2 in the initial cycles can improve the final activation. This speaks for that 

implementing one or a couple of cycles with 0.6C into the formation program also would 

enhance the activation. It is therefore of interest to compare the gas compositions after a 

whole formation program were the current has been varied only in the very first cycle.  

It should also be mentioned that 2B – which behaved differently – had negative electrodes 

from category C while the others had from category D. The volume of the electrodes is the 

same, so the C category can be seen as more porous and it is possible that these electrodes are 

easier to intercalate, and a lower amount of H2 is produced. The total amount of MH to 

activate is also lower. At the same time, a lower electrode weight gives a lower capacity. As 

all modules has been charged with the same current during the measurements, 9A, the 

electrodes with a lower capacity will be charged with a higher C rate and the evolution of gas 

will be greater. The modules should advantageously consist of electrodes from the same 

weight class, but in production this is not always the case. In future research, the impact of the 

difference between the electrode categories and their combinations must be investigated. It is 

of interest to repeat the analyses on modules with many more combinations of electrode 

categories. There is also a small difference in the amount of electrolyte in the modules, ±1g. 

As mentioned earlier, a lower amount of electrolyte enhances the diffusion of gases and so the 

gas recombination but increases the internal resistance.  

 

Table 4. Compilation of volume ratio and volume percentage of O2 and H2 of the gas evolved inside the modules during the 

third charge. The values have been calculated from the measurements done with GC-MS. The calculations of V/V% are made 

on the assumption that no other gases are presented inside the battery.  

Name  1st charge Pressure increase /bar Volume ratio O2/ H2 V/V% O2 V/V% H2 

Reference1 Standard 0.765 15900 99.9 0.006 

1C 0.07C  0.6C 0.627 221 99.6 0.450 

2A 0.07C 4.05 18.8 94.9 5.06 

2B 0.07C  0.2C 4.28 28.7 96.6 3.37 

2C 0.07C  0.4C 3.99 12.8 92.8 7.24 

2D 0.07C  0.6C 3.95 5.71 85.1 14.9 
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a) b) 

  
Figure 14. Variation in a) gas volume ratio and b) volume percentage of O2 and H2 for the gases evolved during the third 

charge, with 0.9C, for the different modules. The values have been calculated from the measurements with GC-MS at ~8Ah 

charge.  

4.3 Verifying the method  

In the 3rd test series the method above was verified, 3B and 3D. The voltage during the first 

charge/discharge cycle was changed for module 3B and 3D just like their counterparts, 2B 

and 2D in the 2nd test series, see Figure 15 a). One difference is that the applied current in the 

first charge for 3D does not increase as fast as for 2D after the current has been forced to 

decrease, giving 3D a slightly longer time of charge. During the first charge, the pressure 

increase is almost the same for all four modules, between 1.8-2.1 bar, see Figure 15 b). 

During the second charge however, the pressure increase is bigger for 2B and 3B than for 2D 

and 3D. In the second charge, the modules applied with a lower current in the first charge 

reaches the highest pressures. The higher current seams to lower the evolution of O2, 

indicating more activation of the positive electrode.  

The temperature increase during cycling can be seen in Figure 33 in Appendix. Module 2B 

and 3B achieves the same temperature increases, while module 2D shows the highest 

temperature of the four modules in the diagram, about 5ºC higher than the counterpart 3D. 

Those two modules have the same electrode combination and are charged the same way, and 

the variation in temperature and pressure should not be very large. An explanation for the 

higher temperature can be different ambient temperatures. The lower base temperature for 3D 

compared to 2D indicate this. The higher pressure for 2D compared to 3D is explained by the 

higher temperature for 2D. During the discharge and the second charge, the temperature 

increase is almost the same for all four modules.  
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a) b) 

  
Figure 15. a) Change in voltage during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 2B, 2D, 3B and 3D. 

b) Change in voltage and pressure during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 2B, 2D, 3B and 

3D. Enlarged figures of the charge curves can be seen in appendix, Figure 31 and Figure 32. 

The pressure increase during the measurements is higher for 2B and 3B, charged with 0.07C 

followed by 0.2C, see Figure 16. Module 3B and 3D, which has been charged at Nilar, got a 

somewhat higher pressure compared to their counterparts that has been charged at SU. This 

can be due to the different environments in which the charging has been done. At SU, the 

modules were charged in uncontrolled room temperature while an environment of ~21ºC was 

used at Nilar.  

a) b) 

 

 

 

Figure 16. a) Pressure increase during discharge and charge of module 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 3B and 3D before taking a gas 

samle at ~8Ah charge. The gas compositions was measured with GC-MS. b) The maximum pressure for module 2A, 2B, 2C, 

2D, 3B and 3D. 

The results from the GC measurements made by RISE are presented in Table 5 and Figure 17. 

The results correspond well to the earlier analysis; showing that the modules charged with 

0.07C followed by 0.2C evolves a lower content of H2. However, it should be noted that the 

amount of N2 inside the modules has been neglected when calculating the volume percentage 

of O2 and H2 for 2A-2D. It is possible that the amount of N2 inside the modules differs 

between the 2nd and 3rd test series, and that this affects the gas recombination reactions. The 

relationship within the pairs however matches. O2 and Ar cannot be separated during the 

analysis done by RISE and is therefore merged to one value. The content of Ar in the air is 

however relatively low in this context.  
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Table 5. Volume percentage of O2, Ar, H2, N2, CH4, CO2 and CO inside module 3B and 3D during the third charge. The gas 

analysis has been performed by RISE on gas samples taken at Nilar. 

Name  1st charge Volume %     

  O2 +Ar H2 N2 CH4 CO2 CO 

3B 0.07C  0.2C 94±3 1.0±0.1 3.8± 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 

3D 0.07C  0.6C 88±3 5.1±0.1 7.4± 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 

 

 

Figure 17. Volume percentage of gases inside module 3B and b) during the third charge. The GC analysis has been 

performed by RISE on gas samples taken at Nilar. 

To make a better comparison with the earlier results, the amount of N2 was neglected and new 

values for volume ratio and volume percent of O2 and H2 was calculated see Table 6. A 

comparison between the six modules analysed in test 2 and 3 is presented in Figure 18.  

Table 6. Volume ratio and volume percent of O2 and H2 inside the modules during the third chagre after neglecting the 

amount of N2 inside the module.  

Name 1st charge Volume ratio O2/ H2 V/V% O2 V/V% H2 

3B 0.07C  0.2C 94.0 98.9 1.05 

3D 0.07C  0.6C 17.3 94.5 5.48 

 

 

a) b) 

 
 

Figure 18. a) Gas volume ratio O2/H2 of the gas evolved inside module 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 3B and 3D during the third charge. 

b) Volume percentage of O2 and H2 of the gas evolved inside module 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 3B and 3D during the third charge 
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2B and 3B shows a higher pressure than 2D and 3D in the second charge, approximately 

1.8bar compared to 1.3bar. They also show the highest pressures during the measurements 

and they have the highest content of O2, and the lowest content of H2. Both these modules 

have negative electrodes from category C. If a module has negative electrodes from a minor 

category, there is less MH to activate and the empty volume increases. This explains why 

module 2B and 3B deviates from the rest and that the H2 content is lower for these two 

modules. The lower amount of H2 produced in module 2B and 3B could be due to more 

activation in the first charge as a result of the lighter negative electrodes – which can be seen 

as more porous – or due to the current, 0.2C. For all modules measured in test 2 and 3, the 

pressure-increase during analysis correlates to the gas volume ratio. The modules with a 

higher pressure have a greater volume ratio and V/V% O2. This is likely due to a higher 

overcharge and a greater evolution of O2. The two with highest pressure – 2B and 3B – has 

negative electrodes from category C, while the others have electrodes from category D. Less 

electrode material in the MH electrode means fewer sites for gas recombination, and so a 

higher pressure remains.  

4.4 Analysis of module containing recycled material 

The pressure-increase during the gas analysis in the recycled module, 4B, is just over two 

times higher than for the reference, 4A, about 1.9bar and 0.8bar, see Figure 19. For both 

modules, the pressure is lower than for the modules in test series 2 and 3, which is expected 

since they have undergone a complete formation. The difference in gas volume ratio and 

V/V% between 4A and 4B are however not very large and could be due to the margin of error 

for the GC apparatus, see Table 7 and Figure 20. This result differs from the above-mentioned 

for which a higher pressure has related to a higher volume ratio and V/V% O2. Here, a higher 

pressure responds to a somewhat lower content of O2. The recycled negative electrodes came 

from category A while the reference electrodes came from category B. Both have positive 

electrodes from category B. As mentioned earlier, a lighter electrode has less MH to activate 

and less active sites for O2 recombination. Therefore, the content of O2 and the pressure will 

be higher. From these results it can be said that it is hard to compare the results between 

modules with different electrode categories and that the combination of electrodes seems to 

have a significant importance when developing the method. To make significant comparisons 

between different modules, the modules must therefore have the same electrode combinations, 

or the charging current during measurements has to be changed from time to time so the same 

C rate is always used.  
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a) b) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 19. a) Pressure increase during discharge and charge of module 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D before taking a gas samle at 

~8Ah charge. The gas compositions was measured with GC-MS. b) The maximum pressure for module 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D. 

 

Table 7. Volume ratio and volume percentage of O2 and H2 evolved during charging of a module containing recycled 

negative electrode material and a reference module containing virgin material.  

Name  Formation Volume ratio V/V% O2 V/V% H2 

4A Reference 2 Standard program 8.59 89.6 10.4 

4B Recycled  ’’ 7.63 88.4 11.6 

4C Reference 2 + 16 days ’’ 2.25 69.3 30.8 

4D Recycled + 16 days ’’ 3.99 80.0 20.0 

 

 

a) b) 

 
 

Figure 20. a) Gas volume ratio O2/H2 of the gas evolved inside module 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D during the third charge. b) 

Volume percentage of O2 and H2 of the gas evolved inside module 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D during the third charge. 

4A has a higher capacity at the end of the formation program than 4B, meaning that the 

recycled module gets into overcharge earlier during the measurements. Therefore, more gas is 

produced resulting in a higher pressure. The capacity however tells more about the properties 

of the positive electrodes which is designed to be limiting. It is therefore hard to draw any 
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conclusions about which one of these two modules that have the most activated negative 

electrode.   

After 16 days, the modules were once again charged, and the gas composition analysed – 4C 

and 4D. Compared to their counterparts, the pressure increase was lower. This was expected 

since a resting time should improve the activation. Earlier studies have shown that MH 

corrodes over time when it is exposed to an alkaline solution, e.g. KOH, creating new active 

sites for intercalation of H into the metal lattice. The values of the gas volume ratio are on the 

other hand surprising. The values were expected to increase, as for Reference 1 and 1C, but so 

is not the case. The gas volume ratio decreased and the ratio between the recycled and the 

reference switched. However, the maximum pressure is lower after resting, indicating a lower 

total amount of gas molecules. The higher V/V% of H2 therefore may not necessarily mean 

that the amount of H2 molecules produced is higher after resting. These results clearly indicate 

that the gas volume ratios and the V/V% values cannot be interpreted separately; even the 

pressure during gas sampling must be taken in consideration. The lower pressure increase 

after resting indicates an improved activation of the MH. The module with recycled material 

has the highest percentage decrease of the pressure, which shows of more activation. 

Repeated analysis of the recycled MH should be performed when this method has been 

optimised to draw any further conclusions about the impact of recycled material as well as 

resting time. 

4.5 Change over time 

From the measurements in 1st, 2nd and 3rd test series it was thought that a resting time for the 

modules would decrease the built-up pressure and increase the gas volume ratio, see Figure 

21. (Module Reference 1 and 1C had rested for about one to two weeks before the gas 

measurements, while the non-activated modules had rested between 20-80h.) This is though 

only true for resting times over at least 100h, for shorter times, the charge current or electrode 

category have the major impact. The explanation for the enhanced activation over time is 

probably due to corrosion of the negative electrode, simplifying the intercalation of H atoms 

in the MH during charge. The resting also results in modules not reaching overcharge during 

the measurements. Compare 1C with 2D and 3D, all charge with 0.07C and 0.6C in the initial 

charge. 1C had rested for about 200h while the other two only had rested for 30-80h, and 1C 

did not reached overcharge. When the change over time was investigated 4C and 4D, no 

significant improvement was reached. The rest of about 300h resulted in a somewhat lower 

pressure increase. The gas volume ratio and volume percentage did not show the expected 

results, a higher volume ratio and a lower volume percent of H2. The impact of resting time 

should be further examined. As a suggestion, a couple of modules with the same electrode 

combinations should be measured several times during a period of time. The test could be 

repeated for different electrode combinations.  
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a) b) 

 
c) d) 

 
Figure 21. a) and b) Change in maximum pressure increase over time for all analysed battery modules. c) and d) Change in 

gas volume ratio over time for all analysed battery modules. 

Reference 1 got a volume ratio of 15900 while 4A got a ratio of 8.59. (Both are standard 

modules which has undergone standard formation program.) The difference between how the 

modules had been treated lies in the resting time from the end of the formation to the start of 

the measurements. Reference 1 had been resting for 15 days and 10 h while 4A only had been 

on rest for 23h. The pressure during the formation and the gas measurements is almost the 

same for both reference modules. After letting 4A rest for 16 days, the gas volume ratio 

decreased to 2.25. This behaviour is the opposite as expected. Reference 1 and 4A/4C have 

different combinations of electrodes, and this is thought to be one explanation the different 

behaviour.  

4.6 State of charge at gas sampling 

When the variation in voltage during the measurements was compared, it was found that none 

of the modules that has undergone a full formation program reaches 100% SoC during the 

measurements – while the modules that has undergone only two cycles reaches overcharge. 

100% SoC can be seen as a voltage peak (where ΔV = 0) in the voltage curve, see Figure 22. 

Because of the difference in SoC when the gas samples are taken it is not possible to compare 

the results from test series 2 and 3 with the results from test series 1 and 4. The modules from 

test series 1 and 4 have higher capacity at the end of the formation and do not reach 

overcharge. During charge, H2 starts to evolve early and give rise to a pressure increase. As 

the battery reaches higher SoC, O2 starts to evolve, which gives rise to the major part of the 

pressure. The evolution of O2 is thus lower for the modules in test series 1 and 4; because of 
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this, the V/V% H2 becomes higher. The oxygen forming reaction is exothermic; giving rise to 

a temperature increase and a resistance decrease which results in a voltage drop, seen as a 

voltage peak.  

The voltage peak (where ΔV = 0), occurs first for module 2B, which has a higher percentage 

of O2 and a higher pressure. At the peak, the module reaches overcharge and starts to evolve 

O2 to a higher extent. After the voltage peak in the charge curve, the recombination of oxygen 

is higher than the evolution of oxygen. The voltage peak for the modules does not occur at the 

same time. The gas samples are taken after the voltage peak so the time for oxygen 

recombination is not the same. The gas sample for 2C has been taken after a shorter time than 

the others from test series 2. During the recombination time, both oxygen and hydrogen will 

recombine – oxygen with a higher rate. As a result, the volume ratio will decrease over time. 

If the gas sample for 2C would have been taken later on, the volume ratio would have been 

smaller. The value for the volume ratio for 2C is thus a little bit overestimated. A slightly 

lower value would have given a close to linear relationship for the modules in the 2nd test 

series. The gas samples in the 3rd test series has been taken earlier after the voltage peak than 

in the 2nd. They have not had the time to recombine as long. This explains why the volume 

ratio is higher for 3B and 3D compared to their counterparts, 2B and 2D. The relationship 

within the pairs is however the same. 

                       a)  

 
b) c) 

 
 

Figure 22. Change in voltage for all the modules during charge before the gas sample to the GC-MS measurements was 

taken. b) and c) shows zoomed curves for the respectively groups of modules. The voltage peak indicates that overcharging 

begins. Enlarged images of figure b) and c) can be seen in Figure 34 and Figure 35 in Appendix.  
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In Figure 22 c) it can be seen that 4A and 4B is closer to 100% SoC than 4C and 4D - the 

voltage curve is running away towards higher voltage with a steeper gradient. 4A and 4B has 

hence evolved a higher amount of O2 than the others, which is seen as a lower share of H2 in 

Figure 20 b). The lower portion of O2 for 4C and 4D interpreted as the share of H2 is higher 

after 16 days rest. 

In Figure 23, the pressure inside the modules at gas sampling has been plotted against the 

voltage they had at the time. It can be clearly seen that the modules that reached overcharge 

reaches a considerable higher pressure than the once that does not reach full charge.  

 

Figure 23. The pressure inside the modules vs. the voltage they had when gas samples were taken.  

All modules were charged with the same current, 9A, during the measurements. As the 

modules have different capacity, due to different electrode categories and differences in 

activation, all modules have not been charged with the same C rate. For a module with a 

lower capacity, 9A results in a higher C rate and a tougher charge, and vice versa. H atoms 

will not be intercalated as easy during a higher C rate and the evolution of H2 will increase. 

The electrodes with lower capacity get fully charged earlier with the same current. This fact 

has to be taken in consideration when interpreting the results in this report and during further 

development of the method.  

4.7 Sources of error and improvements of the technique  

Sources of error for the GC-MS measurements are the risk for a minor leakage of gas in the 

system, which would result in a rapid give off of H2. A small leakage was discovered and 

adjusted just before the measurements of module 4A and 4B. It is possible that small leakage, 

that was not discovered, occurred during some other measurement. For all combinations of 

charge currents, only one module has been analysed. Single values can be misleading if 

something during one measurement went wrong or something in one particular module was 

inaccurate. The temperature is neither measured nor controlled during the measurements. The 

uncontrolled temperature is probably not a major reason for the varying results, but it would 

still be of interest to see how it affects. To get better statistics, the measurements should be 

repeated.  

The results from the analyses are somewhat hard to compare since the gas samples have been 

taken at different stages in the charge cycle for all modules, see Figure 22. The same charge 

capacity, 8Ah, does not correspond to the same SoC. To make the technique useful for 

comparison between different modules, a way to take the sample at the same individual 
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charge percentage every time has to be developed. One preferred solution is to take the gas 

sample at the top of the voltage peak, i.e. ΔV = 0. To do this, a sensor and software to 

measure dV/dt during charging must be implemented. It is also of interest to examine how the 

usage of a higher or lower charge current during the measurements affect the pressure and 

volume percentages of the gases evolved.  

It is of interest to come up with a solution to make it possible to take gas samples during the 

initial charge. Currently, it is thought to be difficult due to that the electrolyte in the modules 

is not yet stabilized, and it is most probably necessary to evacuate the modules before the 

measurements are done. This is due to the content of air inside the modules, which mainly 

contains N2 which could inhibit recombination reactions in the module. To evaluate the 

impact of N2, it would be interesting to do the measurements without evacuating at the start.  

 

5 Conclusions 
A method to measure the gas composition inside a battery module has been developed. The 

results may not be exact due to margin of error for the GC-MS, but it is possible to see a 

difference in the content of the gases evolved in the different modules. The method should be 

further developed by repeating the measurements for modules initially charged with the same 

currents as in this report to get better statistics of the results. The measurements should also be 

repeated for several other modules, from different batches, to get good statistics. The content 

of N2 and other gases has not been considered in this project and therefore the volume 

percentages of O2 and H2 calculated does not respond to percentages of the total free volume 

in the modules. A calibration curve to get volume percentage for N2 should be obtained to 

increase the accuracy of the method.  

The termination of charging during measurements must be done by using something other 

than the specific capacity. If gas samples would be taken at dV/dt = 0, all samples would be 

taken at the time overcharge is reached and the results would be comparable. Due to different 

capacities in the MH electrodes, the modules have been charged with different C rates during 

the measurements. This must be taken in consideration when comparing modules with 

different electrode combinations. If results from modules with different electrode combination 

would be compared, they need to be charged with the same C rate to make the results 

comparable, i.e. the current needs to be adjusted for each measurement. 

The results indicate that modules charged with 0.07C and 0.2C in the initial charge are most 

activated after two cycles. These modules however have MH electrodes from a lower 

category and has been charged with a higher C rate. This report only considers the very 

beginning of the formation, and it is possible that the relationship between the modules 

changes after a few more cycles. A high value of H2 in the beginning of the formation does 

not necessary mean that the whole formation will be less good. It is possible that a high 

content of H2 in an initial state improves the activation by letting the electrodes “bathe in” H2. 

To investigate this, it would be interesting to analyse modules both after only a few cycles but 

also after a hole formation program were the charge current has been variated to see how the 

gas composition changes. It is also of interest to see if the variations in H2 are correlated to the 

different classes of negative electrodes. The analysis of the gas composition inside the 

modules during the initial charge has not been succeeded due to problem with electrolyte 
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leakage. It is still of great interest to have knowledge about the gas evolution during the first 

charge and how the ratio changes cycle to cycle.  

A resting time after formation seems to have a good impact. The built-up pressure inside the 

modules decreases with time and earlier studies shows that the MH corrodes over time when 

it is in contact with KOH (or other alkaline solutions). The module containing recycled MH 

appears to be more activated, at least after 16 days of resting, but the difference between 

virgin and recycled material needs to be further examined when the method has been 

optimized.    
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8 Appendix 
 

 

Figure 24.. Calibration curve for conversion from ion current ratio to volume ratio between O2 and H2 made by Yang Shen 

at Stockholm University. 

 

Figure 25. Change in voltage during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 1A, 1B and 1C. 
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Figure 26. Change in voltage and pressure during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 1A, 1B 

and 1C. 

 

 

Figure 27. Change in voltage and temperature during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 1A, 1B 

and 1C. 
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Figure 28. Change in voltage during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D. 

 

 

Figure 29. Change in voltage and pressure during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 2A, 2B, 

2C and 2D. 
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Figure 30. Change in voltage and temperature during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 2A, 

2B, 2C and 2D. 

 

 

Figure 31. Change in voltage during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 2A, 2B, 3B and 3D. 
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Figure 32. Change in voltage and pressure during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 2A, 2B, 

3B and 3D. 

 

Figure 33. Change in voltage and temperature during the first charge and discharge with varying currents for module 2B, 

2D, 3B and 3D. 
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Figure 34. Change in voltage for module 2A-D and 3B and 3D during charge before the GC-MS measurements. The figure 

shows the very end of the charge step before the gas sample to the GC-MS is taken. The voltage peak indicates that 

overcharging begins. 

 

Figure 35. Change in voltage for module 1C, Reference 1 and 4A-4D during charge before the GC-MS measurements. The 

figure shows the very end of the charge step before the gas sample to the GC-MS is taken. 

 


